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What can you hear as you are reading this?
I hear rain on the window, against the trees outside. The rise and fall of the wind. That's the first level.
Listen deeper. I hear distant traffic on the busy road. Intermittent birdsong. The hum of the halogen light. My fingers on the keyboard typing these words. That's the next level.
One more time. Listen for what you don't think you hear. The air rushing through my nostrils as I breathe in and out. I can hear my heartbeat, but only if I'm very, very still and quiet. The sensation occurs at a level that I can't tell if I'm hearing or if I'm feeling, but it is there subtle and steady if I take the time to listen.
We are surrounded by sound waves all the time, but they don't always register. Human hearing ranges from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. Some of us can hear the hum emitted by an incandescent lightbulb. And while we might not all be able to hear the bass notes at a concert, play them loud enough and we will feel them. Surely, the sound waves that surround us affect our bodies in some ways, though we may not be aware of them bouncing off or passing through us. We are like fish, and sound is our aquarium. We don't really notice until someone taps on the tank. Whether we hear them or feel them, sounds influence us, our thinking, our emotions.
In this article, I will look at the immersive work that I've collaborated on, and attempt to articulate how sound plays into the construction and mechanics of each piece. I want to share the notions I brought into each process, how they played out and are fed into the next project, and the ways that sound supports and becomes integral to immersive, site-specific work. The two pieces that I will refer to most, PodPlays and Landline, are locative works set in the city space.
Immersion
My first experiment with immersive theatre was The Secret Project at the Firehall Arts Centre in Vancouver (2004) . I was investigating the idea of subjectivity and wanted the audience members to experience the same events, but from different perspectives. How would point-of-view influence each individual audience member's overall construction of meaning?
A loose adaptation of Aïda, The Secret Project featured two characters: a Leader (Nneka Croal) who is announcing the completion of a mega-project, hydro-electric dam, and her trusted Assistant (Toni Rozylo) who is secretly planning an assassination to avenge the death of her twin brother. The play was devised collectively by myself and the performers.
At the beginning of the show, the audience sat in the conventional theatre seats. The Leader and Assistant make the announcement from a low wall onstage. The audience then split into two groups, and each followed one of the characters on overlapping routes within the building. They returned to the performance space to see the wall from an upstage vantage point, and witnessed the Assistant attempting to drown the Leader in the reservoir.
I wanted to transform the Firehall Arts Centre's backstage spaces into the headquarters of the Leader. Our set budget was limited, so we used our resources to create signage that signalled that we were in an "other" narrative space. We also implemented a detailed sound design (Simon Overstall). I had learned through my work in radio that sound has the power to transport a listener quickly and completely from one environment to another. By creating a world through sound design, and by transposing that onto an adjusted real world, we hoped the audience could experience a third narrative space.
It didn't really work. Years later I saw Punchdrunk's Sleep No More at the McKittrick Hotel in New York City. Entering into that fully tricked-out, immersive experience was inarguably impressive. Not only was the set design and execution rich and detailed, the sound was lush. Music and sound were omnipresent and dynamic, ranging from nightclub jazz to intense electronic dance music with low, ominous tones filling transitions between spaces and scenes. 
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Now I wonder if the world we were trying to create in The Secret Project was too close to the visual and sonic reality of the Firehall. Our spectators were regular attendees at the theatre, making it hard to accept that the Queen's office was beyond a closed door, knowing as they did that costume storage stood on the other side.
Immersion needs believability. The credibility of the environment depends on how the audience looked at it. The audience's subjectivity could work in our favour. It was a matter of guiding their imaginations.
I also wondered whether audiences might want more to do than to watch and listen. Punchdrunk has the audience wear masks at Sleep No More and prohibits talking. In this way, we are concentrated on our individual journeys, and at the same time we are no longer ourselves, but costumed participants in the fiction. The mask emboldens us to rifle through papers and to eat candy out of an actor's hand. Immersion creates opportunities for participation.
The Sound in the Ears
Wearing headphones while moving through public space is a ubiquitous gesture that started with the Walkman, and it has gained momentum into the smartphone era. Even around the house, I will plug in my headphones, slide my device into my back pocket, and listen to music or podcasts while tackling everything from dirty dishes to writing grants to writing this.
When outside environmental sounds of the keyboard, the broom on the floor, the neighbour mowing their lawn are replaced by the sounds of my choosing (be it words or music); a bubble forms between my thinking mind and the world. I can enter the "zone" of concentration. Time disappears. I can think. I even listen to the same album or track on repeat when writing because I don't want to think about what I'm hearing; I want to think about what I'm thinking. It must have something to do with my animal brain, a part of my perception that registers change and that must assess potential threat. Remove the threat and I can relax into the work at hand.
Podplays pull the spectator into a similar bubble. Podplays are site-specific audio plays that take participants on a walk through Vancouver city streets. Much like you would listen to an audio guide in a museum, audience members load the plays onto portable media players and are guided on a walk by narration that combines story, music, and directional cues. Together, Martin Kinch and I commissioned writers and produced eleven podplays through a partnership between Neworld Theatre and PTC in Vancouver.
Our brains are very good at seeking out patterns and making meaning. Without consciously thinking about it, our brains are registering the details of our surroundings and dragging that which is most relevant to the forefront of the conscious mind, saying, "pay attention to this. That is important."
Insight happens when the input (what you perceive by hearing, sight, smell, touch, taste) lines up with the internal process of thought and catapults your mind ahead a few steps in a direction you were already thinking. Or breaks the pattern and draws your attention to a new possibility.
When you start to curate the experience and become intentional about what you are seeing or smelling or hearing or touching, you create more opportunities for these moments of insight. This is in contrast to an uncurated experience, when you're just walking down the street, your perception unmediated. Now, consider the changes in your perception when you are attending a performance event. Often, you are in a mindset that makes you more receptive or open to insight. You are not travelling to or from anywhere with a task or deadline to accomplish. Your "job" in this moment is to experience. The task of the artist is to capitalize on this window of attention, to craft an experience that keeps your other thoughts or worries at bay-or at least that attempts to place them into relationship with the curated, artistic experience.
When you experience a podplay, you are You, but you are also Not-You. You are in the city, but also in Not-the-City. The surroundings are familiar; your body and senses are familiar and at the same time, you are experiencing these things filtered through the sonic and textual framework designed by the artists. Podplays take over your body. They tell you where to go, what to look at. The music nudges you toward specific emotional tones. Movement through the city changes your heartbeat and affects your nervous system. The podplays are, in a way, designed to play you. Your memories, your body, your emotions.
The podplay writers 1 were tasked with linking their narratives to the environment. Doing so was critical to the audience members' abilities to navigate from the start to finish, hitting stops along the route. The intimacy of the headphones not only allowed the writers to direct the gaze of the viewer; because the stories were set in the city (though sometimes in past or future versions) we did not need to disguise the city as anything. Each environment was credible as the setting for the podplay located in it. We also chose 
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to send audience members out individually or in groups of two. This created a sense of anonymity for the audience. They are audience members disguised as people walking down the street listening to a headset. Inconspicuous. Placing the immersive experience outside the theatre space addressed the dissatisfactions I had with The Secret Project staging and format. Feedback was generally positive. When I spoke with audience members after their experience, many apologized to me for what they felt were transgressions of unspoken "rules." Some confessed to hitting pause on the track, for example. Others felt rushed along to arrive at the landmarks and checkpoints. Others reported they were always early. If someone said we should only use the cardinal directions to navigate, the next group would suggest using relative directions exclusively. Some people were so worried that they would fall behind on the instructions that they jumped ahead on the route using the map we provided them. Others got lost, but refused to use the maps to reorient themselves thinking that the audio guide should provide all the information they needed. No one used the emergency number we gave them.
All this feedback may say more about the individual audience members than about the show, but it seemed to cluster around the theme of control. Podplays are delivered as a rigid audio file that, unlike a live performer, cannot respond to an audience's shifts in walking pace from moment to moment. As makers, we needed to align the duration of the recorded text with the time it took to walk the route and account for individual differences in pace. There were other variable factors that changed from day to day including other pedestrian traffic, public events that blocked our routes, and traffic-light controlled intersections whose pre-programmed timers changed depending on time of day and day of the week.
Tracking the minutiae was integral. I spent a lot of time walking routes with a stop watch, calculating word counts and translating that into estimated durations for recordings, and strategizing checkpoints where audience could pause if they were ahead, or have time to catch up if they were running behind. Every second of every podplay experience is choreographed and controlled, with the listener simply needing to follow directions.
Which isn't that simple. By the end of our two summers commissioning and producing podplays, I wondered if the listeners could sense the tightness of our grip on the construction of their experience. It's no wonder that an aspect of their experience of the work was how each individual negotiated compliance with the parameters we had set out, i.e., the route, the timing, where to look, and when. The audience's encounter with city was integral to the storytelling, but only if they engaged with it within our guidelines. But the audience themselves were not integral to the pieces. Conceivably, a podplay could run without an audience to receive it. How could an audience member have more agency in their experience?
Kirsty Munro in a promotional image for PodPlays: The Quartet.
Photo by Michael Sider, www.michaelsider.com ctr 173 winter 2018
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The Body in Space I met Dustin Harvey in 2011 at the end of PodPlays: The Quartet route at the PuSh International Performing Arts Festival. When it became obvious that we were working in similar forms we decided to make something together.
Landline is a performance that takes place in two cities at the same time. We think of the show as a game and the audience as players. When they arrive, each player is matched with a "scene partner" in the other city. We give them an audio guide on an iPod, a map of the "playing area" (which is determined by how far you can walk in ten minutes from the start point), and a tag that says, "Can't talk, I'm in a show" and a phone number in case they need guidance. By following the instructions on the audio guide, the players move through their cities and are prompted to find locations, and to swap text messages with their scene partners.
Dustin had developed an approach to collaboration at his company XOSECRET (Secret Theatre, Halifax) that we followed to develop Landline. At the beginning of the process, each artist brings a preoccupation with them: an idea, thought, or image that they are interested in and want to explore more. I brought my questions about agency, and Dustin introduced me to The Situationist International game "possible rendezvous," which plays on the notion of psychogeography.
Psychogeography is an approach to geography that observes the effect of urban location and the built environment on a person's feelings and behaviour. The tangible aspects of a city (e.g.: sidewalk width, lighting, building frontage, etc.) have intrinsic impacts on people that are largely internal feelings. Cities have energy currents, much like water currents in the ocean, that encourage (or discourage) the flow of movement through certain routes. These currents manifest as our instincts. It is what compels us to use the foot-worn path across the grass rather than the paved walkways. It is what drives us to prefer one walking route to the grocery store over another.
The Situationists propose the dérive as a strategy to access these energy currents. By letting go of our usual motivations for walking through the city, we can follow our instincts and desires as we walk. Through the dérive the familiar is rendered unfamiliar, creating an opportunity for a new way of seeing the city space.
Using the dérive resolved my dissatisfaction with podplays as an overly prescriptive experience. Landline asks players to seek locations that are connected to their memories or feelings rather Landline player Jacinte Armstrong in the field. Photo by Mel Hattie, www.melhadtea.com than specific, geographic places. Players choose how they interpret the directions within the show, where they travel, and how much they reveal to their scene partner. Landline allows the players agency by tapping into their individual experiences of the city and allowing for a range of participation.
The players are given choices, but they are also given tasks. Ultimately, they must use their imaginations to collapse the distance between themselves and their scene partner, or perhaps, more accurately, to reach across that distance to hold the other person. This is the actor's trick: that intention can lead to perception. If I think of you standing somewhere across the country doing what I'm doing right now, and if I know that you are there thinking of me doing what you are doing, we are-somehow-together.
The sound design Dustin created functions differently than the podplay bubble I describe earlier. The Landline design requires an exchange of field recordings of the partner cities. So the Vancouver recordings would be played for the Halifax audience, and vice versa. This serves to support the work that the players's imaginations are doing to evoke the other city, and where their scene partner may be within that city. The sound is also designed to be listened to on earbud earphones. This irritates the sound purists, who want to hear the detail of the recordings. But the earbuds have a practical purpose to keep the players safe. Their abilities to hear and respond to stimulus around them is important to crossing the street, for example. Being able to hear the sound of the actual location bleed into the sound design also serves our objective to create the sense of being in two places at once.
You
The other day, Dustin remarked that the players themselves are the ones who create Landline, and that we have simply provided the space for them to do so. When we talk to players after their Landline experience, we ask them what they would like more of, or less of (another XOSECRET practice), and almost invariably the answers are the same. The audience would like more time with their scene partners and less time with us, the artists. Less of our words in their ears, less of our storytelling. More of each other. It's almost as if Landline is an opportunity for each audience member to become immersed within themselves, their own experiences, and observations within the city.
It is this sense of ownership the players feel that demonstrates how Landline has helped me to articulate and achieve my desires as an artist creating immersive work. I want you, the audience, to feel as though the event or performance couldn't move forward in your absence.
Immersive theatre trades on subjectivity. It demands that you enter the experience as a thinking, breathing, feeling human. Immersive theatre respects the holistic nature of human experience; beyond the eyes and ears, the entire body is a receptor.
Immersive work is an invitation. The artists hold space for you to experience, for a time, what it is to inhabit an imagined place and perform. This is a powerful space. Performers know this. It transcends the everyday. To imagine is a profoundly optimistic action. Political, even. If you can imagine yourself within a story in such a way that you feel something, maybe even experience a change of some sort, surely you can apply this tool to yourself, your communities, your world.
